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Purpose of technical 
writing	


• Transmit technical information accurately using written 
symbols. 	


• Different from	


• Popular fiction/non-fiction (entertainment)	


• Advertising (sell)	


• Sacrifice style, grace, and technique for clarity, 
precision, and organization



Principles of Technical 
Writing

• Use the active voice.	


• Passive: Dolphins were taught by 
researchers in Hawaii to learn new 
behavior.	


• Active: Researchers in Hawaii taught 
dolphins to learn new behavior.



Principles of Technical 
Writing

• Use plain rather than elegant or complex 
language.  

• Elegant: The corporation deemed it 
necessary to terminate Joseph Smith.	


• Plain: Joseph Smith was fired.



Principles of Technical 
Writing

• Delete words, sentences, and phrases that do 
not add to your meaning.	


• Wordy: It is most useful to keep in mind 
that the term diabetes mellitus refers to a 
whole spectrum of disorders.	


• Concise: Diabetes mellitus refers to a 
whole spectrum of disorders.



Principles of Technical 
Writing

• Know your reader. How much do you 
have to explain?	


• Can you say “operating system” or 
do you need to define it?	


• Do not invent words.	


• Break your writing into short sections.



When will you need to 
use Technical Writing?

• a thesis 	


• a scientific paper	


• a letter to editor / collaborator / reviewer	


• a grant proposal 	


• a cover letter/research statement	


• a patent submission	


• a blog post, news article



Writing a Scientific Paper



Writing a Scientific Paper



Writing a Scientific Paper

• Writing a Scientific Paper is an Exercise in communication	


• The goal is to communicate a complex idea, and convince the 
reader that this new idea is worth the reader’s time.	


• To write a paper, the only thing you need is become an expert 
in writing each of these sections: 	


• abstract / introduction / methodology / experiments /
discussion / conclusion.	


• Unlike “writing” the goal of scientific writing is well defined.



The Abstract



Elevator Talk

• What is an elevator talk, and what does 
it have to do with writing a paper? A lot.  

• Imagine you are the president of the 
nonprofit Light Is The Solution Foundation. 	


• The board of directors is meeting at the 
New York Hilton, and you are waiting to 
ride the elevator from the 31st floor to the 
lobby. 

The Abstract and the Elevator Talk: A Tale of Two Summaries Thomas M. Annesley!



Elevator Talk

• The doors open, and you find yourself 
standing with Bill Gates, head of the 
philanthropic (博愛) Gates Foundation	


• The Gates Foundation meeting at the same 
hotel. 	


• Gates notices the logo on your shirt of a small 
child reading a book by the light of a lantern 
and asks you, “What is that? What do you do?”

The Abstract and the Elevator Talk: A Tale of Two Summaries Thomas M. Annesley!



Elevator Talk

• Indeed, what do you do now? You have 30 
floors, or ~1 minute, to give him your 
message and explain what you do.	


• This might be a unique chance to get his 
attention

The Abstract and the Elevator Talk: A Tale of Two Summaries Thomas M. Annesley!



Elevator Talk
• So you explain that normal living activities cease in many countries in the 

world after the sun goes down. Children have no light to read textbooks, 
mothers no light to cook, fathers no light to earn income. 	


• With this background, you then explain that the Light Is The Solution 
Foundation has addressed this problem by developing rechargeable LED 
lanterns that are low-cost, have a battery life of 30 hours, and put out light 
equivalent to three 60-W bulbs. 	


• You have given away 4500 lanterns in one country and have results showing 
that more children now share books, study together, and graduate at a higher 
rate. In fact, average incomes have risen by 20% for families who have 
received a lantern. 	


• You have concluded that this unique program could be expanded to any 
country that has even the crudest electrical grid or generators for recharging 
the lanterns.

The Abstract and the Elevator Talk: A Tale of Two Summaries Thomas M. Annesley!



Elevator Talk
• This is the elevator talk. 	


• Your 1-minute opportunity to summarize what you do, 
how you do it, the results you produce, and the impact you 
make. 	


• A well-developed elevator talk entices the listener to 
want to learn more. 	


• In many professions, entire careers are made and lost as 
a result of elevator talks.  

• ABSTRACT = ELEVATOR TALK

The Abstract and the Elevator Talk: A Tale of Two Summaries Thomas M. Annesley!



Abstract

The Abstract and the Elevator Talk: A Tale of Two Summaries Thomas M. Annesley!IMRAD format (Introduction, Methods, 
Results, and Discussion)



Abstract



Abstract



Introduction

Science research writing for non-native speakers of English by Hilary Glasman-Deal.	




Write an Introduction

• Overall Structure	


• Grammar and important language skills	


• Build a Model



Structure

• How do writers usually start an introduction?	


• What types of information should be in my 
introduction?	


• How do writers usually end an introduction?



Structure
• Introduction & Conclusion are asymmetric 

(非対称)	


• Start with general topics, converge to your 
contribution or point.	


• Highlight the importance of the problem 
you discuss and explain as simply as 
possible your contribution	


• Close by laying out the structure



Structure

Example 1 provides the introduction for a hypo-
thetical study of a biomarker in vascular inflammation.
Compare the format of this introduction to the cone
concept in Fig. 1. The first sentence (top of the cone)
tells the reader that the study relates to the broader
topic of cardiovascular disease, which is an important

health problem. The next sentence narrows the topic to
chronic inflammation, which is linked to cardiovascu-
lar disease, followed by a sentence that focuses the topic
further to !-selectin, a marker of inflammation that is
increased in the serum of patients with peripheral vas-
cular disease. Besides referenced association studies,

Background, known information

Knowledge gap, unknown information

Hypothesis, question, purpose statement

Approach, plan of attack, proposed solution

Fig. 1. The introduction: a cone or funnel.

Clinical Chemistry
Guide to Scientific Writing

Clinical Chemistry 56:5 (2010) 709

“It was a cold and rainy night”: 
Set the Scene with a Good Introduction Thomas M. Annesley	
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Th e synthesis of fl exible polymer blends from
polylactide and rubber

Introduction
1 Polylactide (PLA) has received much attention in recent years 
due to its biodegradable properties, which off er important economic 
benefi ts. 2 PLA is a polymer obtained from corn and is produced 
by the polymerisation of lactide. 3 It has many possible uses in 
the biomedical fi eld1 and has also been investigated as a potential 
engineering material.2,3 4 However, it has been found to be too weak 
under impact to be used commercially.4

5 One way to toughen polymers is to incorporate a layer of rubber 
particles5 and there has been extensive research regarding the rubber 
modifi cation of PLA. 6 For example, Penney et al. showed  that 
PLA composites could be prepared using blending techniques6 and 
more recently, Hillier established the toughness of such composites.7 
7 However, although the eff ect of the rubber particles on the 
mechanical properties of copolymer systems was demonstrated over 
two years ago,8 little attention has been paid to the selection of an 
appropriate rubber component.

8 Th e present paper presents a set of criteria for selecting such a 
component. 9 On the basis of these criteria it then describes the 
preparation of a set of polymer blends using PLA and a hydrocarbon 
rubber (PI). 10 Th is combination of two mechanistically distinct 
polymerisations formed a novel copolymer in which the incorporation 
of PI signifi cantly increased fl exibility.

Read the Introduction below. Don’t worry if the subject matter is not 
familiar or if you have diffi  culty understanding individual words, especially 
technical terms like polylactide. Just try to get a general understanding at 
this stage and familiarise yourself with the type of language used.
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Passive / Active

• I describe an algorithm to cluster sequences	


• We describe an algorithm to cluster sequences	


• An algorithm to cluster sequences is described	


• This paper describes an algorithm to cluster 
sequences



Passive / Active

• I describe an algorithm to cluster sequences	


• We describe an algorithm to cluster sequences	


• An algorithm to cluster sequences is described	


• This paper describes an algorithm to cluster 
sequences



Only Use We for you!

• We know that algorithms to cluster sequences 
are important	


• In that case, Passive is useful:	


• It is well known that clustering sequences is 
an important algorithmic problem



Using Paragraphs
• What is a paragraph? a unit of text. Usually 

a few sentences	


!

• Why use paragraphs? make it easier for 
your reader to parse your text	


!

• Having said that: how do readers usually 
look at articles?



Quick Paper Reading14  Science Research Writing
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this idea; they discuss it, describe it, defi ne it in more detail, argue about it, 
give examples of it, rephrase it, etc. When the ‘topic’ or idea moves too far 
away from the fi rst sentence, the writer usually begins a new paragraph.

You can therefore get a good idea of the various topics covered in an 
article — or in a chapter of a book — by reading the fi rst sentence of each 
paragraph. And because it is a conventional way of writing paragraphs, it 
is a safe way for you to write paragraphs too. Th e more aware you are of 
the way other writers structure paragraphs, the easier it will be for you to 
do it yourself.

As you know, paragraphs are marked either by indentation (starting 
fi ve spaces in) or by a double space between lines. Over the years, you have 
developed a very strong response to these visual signals. Th is means that 
each time you begin a new paragraph, this conditioned response in your 
brain prepares for a change or shift  of some kind.

1. READ THE TITLE 
and try to predict the type of information you expect to see 

2. LOOK AT THE NAME OF THE AUTHOR 
What you know about the writer will help you predict and 
evaluate the content. 

3. CHECK THE DATE 
and use it to help you assess the content.

4. READ THE ABSTRACT 
to fi nd out what the researchers did and/or what they found 

5. LOOK QUICKLY AT THE FIRST PARAGRAPH 
without trying to understand all the words.

6. LOOK QUICKLY AT THE FIRST SENTENCE OF EACH 
PARAGRAPH 
without trying to understand all the words

7. LOOK QUICKLY AT EACH FIGURE/TABLE AND READ ITS 
TITLE 
to try and fi nd out what type of visual data is included

8. READ THE LAST PARAGRAPH
especially if it has a subtitle like ‘Summary’ or ‘Conclusion’ 

B875_Chapter-01.indd   14B875_Chapter-01.indd   14 12/9/2009   8:48:07 AM12/9/2009   8:48:07 AM



The Crime Novel

• Suppose someone gives you a crime novel	


• Suppose you read first the end	


• You know who did the crime, why, how	


• Start reading the novel from the start now	


• Will you read the novel faster?



Structure

• What types of information should be in my 
introduction?



Building A Model
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In this sentence,
the writer:

1__________________

2__________________

3__________________

4__________________

5__________________

6__________________

7__________________

8__________________

Th e synthesis of fl exible polymer
blends from polylactide and rubber

Introduction

1 Polylactide (PLA) has received much 
attention in recent years due to its 
biodegradable properties, which off er 
important economic benefi ts. 2 PLA 
is a polymer obtained from corn and 
is produced by the polymerisation of 
lactide. 3 It has many possible uses in 
the biomedical fi eld1 and has also been 
investigated as a potential engineering 
material.2,3 4 However, it has been 
found to be too weak under impact to 
be used commercially.4

5 One way to toughen polymers is to 
incorporate a layer of rubber particles5 

and there has been extensive research 
regarding the rubber modifi cation 
of PLA. 6 For example, Penney et al. 
showed that PLA composites could be 
prepared using blending techniques6 
and more recently, Hillier established 
the toughness of such composites.7 
7 However, although the eff ect of the 
rubber particles on the mechanical 
properties of copolymer systems was 
demonstrated over two years ago,8 little 
attention has been paid to the selection 
of an appropriate rubber component.

8 Th e present paper presents a set of 
criteria for selecting such a component. 
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9__________________

10_________________

9 On the basis of these criteria it 
then describes the preparation of a 
set of polymer blends using PLA and 
a hydro-carbon rubber(PI). 10 Th is 
combination of two mechanistically 
distinct polymerisations formed a novel 
copolymer in which the incorporation 
of PI signifi cantly increased fl exibility.

1.3.2 Key

In Sentence 1  ‘Polylactide (PLA) has received much attention in 
recent years due to its biodegradable properties, which off er important 
economic benefi ts.’ the writer establishes the importance of this 
research topic. 

If you wrote ‘introduces the topic’ for Sentence 1, it won’t really 
help when you come to write a real research article. How exactly do you 
‘introduce’ a topic? You need to be more specifi c.

Most research articles begin by indicating that the research fi eld or 
topic is useful or signifi cant. Th ey may focus on the quantity of research 
in this area, or how useful research in this area can be, or simply how 
important this research fi eld is. If you look at your target articles, you will 
probably fi nd something in the fi rst one or two sentences that establishes 
the signifi cance of the research. Phrases like much study in recent years 
or plays a major role are common here, and you’ll fi nd a list of useful 
vocabulary for this in Section 1.4.

What if I don’t have the confi dence to say that my research is important?
Most authors of research articles begin by establishing the signifi cance of 
their research; if you don’t, it can look as though your research is NOT 
signifi cant, so don’t be shy about stating why or how your fi eld is important 
or useful.
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What tense should I write in here?
Phrases like much study in recent years or in the past fi ve years are normally 
followed by the Present Perfect tense (Much study in recent years has focused 
on...). Other ways of establishing signifi cance may use the Present Simple 
tense (Th ere are substantial benefi ts to be gained from…).

In Sentence 2 ‘PLA is a polymer obtained from corn and is produced 
by the polymerisation of lactide.’ the writer provides general 
background information for the reader.

Sentence 2 is in the Present Simple tense, which is used for accepted/
established facts (see Section 1.1). Research articles oft en begin with 
accepted or established facts. Th is ensures that the reader shares the same 
level of background information as the writer, and is therefore ready to 
read the article.

So what kind of facts should I start with?
Th is depends on how wide your subject — and therefore your readership — 
is. If the subject of your research is very specifi c, then many of your readers 
will have a high level of background knowledge, and you can start with fairly 
specifi c information. If your paper is likely to attract a wider audience, then 
you should start with more general background information. Remember 
that your background facts may come from research (see Section 1.1), so 
don’t forget to include the research references where necessary.

What if there are several background facts I want to start with, not just one? 
How do I know which one to begin with?
Start with the most general one, the one that many of your readers will 
already know. Th is is a ‘meeting place’ fact, a place where all your readers can 
start together, aft er which you can move on to more specifi c information. 
Always show your readers the general picture before you examine the 
details: show them the wall before you examine the bricks! Also, don’t 
forget to close the gap between these sentences (see Section 1.2.2) so that 
your readers can move smoothly through the information.
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Remember that the background facts to your research are very familiar 
to you and the people you work with, but they won’t be as familiar to all of 
your readers. Th erefore, if the article is to reach a wider audience you need 
to state background facts which seem obvious or well-known to you.

I’m still not sure where to begin.
If you are still stuck for a fi rst sentence, look at your title. It is helpful to 
your readers if you defi ne the key words in your title — perhaps you can 
begin with a defi nition or a fact about one of those key words.

Can’t I start by describing the problem I am hoping to solve?
You can, but most authors don’t, because it’s sometimes diffi  cult to say 
exactly what the problem is until your readers have enough background 
information to understand it. It’s also very hard to limit yourself to one 
sentence about the problem you are hoping to solve, and before you know 
it, you’ve written down a lot of specifi c information which your readers 
aren’t ready for because you haven’t given them enough background.

In Sentence 3 ‘PLA has many possible uses in the biomedical fi eld1 
and has also been investigated as a potential engineering material 2,3’ 
the writer does the same as in Sentences 1 and 2, but in a more 
specifi c/detailed way, using research references to support both 
the background facts and the claim for signifi cance. 

Don’t the research references mean that this is part of the literature review?
No, it’s still part of the background to general research in this area. Th e short 
literature review which is generally found in the Introduction of a research 
article comes later, and is more likely to deal with individual studies and 
their methods or results. In a thesis the literature review is much longer 
and may be a separate chapter.

So why does the author include references if it’s only the background?
For three reasons: First, because plagiarism (failing to give others the 
appropriate credit for their work) is unprofessional; second, referencing 
gives your reader the chance to fi nd and read the study mentioned. 
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Th e third reason is that failing to provide a reference may indicate that you 
are not familiar with research in your area.

Although Sentence 3 isn’t part of the literature review (which comes 
later in the Introduction) it includes a citation reference. Before you write 
a research paper, you collect a lot of references, quotations and ideas from 
journals and the Internet, many of which you will mention at some point in 
the paper. When you are writing the Introduction, you need to ask yourself 
three questions:

1. Which of the research papers I have read should be mentioned somewhere in 
the Introduction? Th e selection of names and references in the Introduction 
is important, because they draw a research ‘map’ for the reader by indicating 
the key players in your fi eld and the progress or achievements so far. Th ese 
names and references give the reader a clear idea of where your research is 
located and how it is related to other work in the fi eld.

2. Which ones should be part of the background to the research (as in Sentence 
3 above) and which ones should go in the literature review which comes later 
in the Introduction? If the fi ndings are well-known and considered reliable 
enough to be presented as truths, you can present them in the Present 
Simple as part of the factual background to your paper (as in Sentence 3) 
with a research reference. Th e literature review, which describes recent and 
current research in your fi eld, usually mentions authors by name, and the 
sentences are usually in the Simple Past or Present Perfect tense.

3. What order should I mention them in? Who comes fi rst and who comes 
last? Th ese questions about the literature review itself will be discussed 
aft er Sentence 6.

In Sentence 4  ‘However, it has been found to be too weak under impact 
to be used commercially.4’ the writer describes the general problem 
area or the current research focus of the fi eld. 

Notice that the author is still not describing the specifi c problem which 
this research article will deal with; s/he is describing the current focus of 
the fi eld, a problem which many researchers in this fi eld are interested in 
and which leads to the specifi c problem which will be addressed in this 
article. Remember to keep this general description of the problem area 
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or current research focus brief, or you will fi nd that you begin to give a 
specifi c description of what your research is trying to achieve, and it’s still 
too early in the Introduction for that.

As you can see from Sentence 4, you may need a research reference 
when you describe the problem your paper will deal with; however, if it is 
a well-known problem (rather than a recent issue, as in Sentence 4), then it 
is not necessary to provide a reference.

In Sentence 5  ‘One way to toughen polymers is to incorporate a layer 
of rubber particles.5’ the writer provides a transition between the 
general problem area and the literature review. 

As a general rule, you should include references to previous or 
current research wherever it is useful, even in a sentence whose function is 
primarily to provide a transition. Make sure that the superscript reference 
number includes all and only the work referred to in the sentence (see the 
notes on Sentence 6 below for more about this).

In Sentence 6  ‘For example, Penney et al. showed that PLA composites 
could be prepared using blending techniques6 and more recently, Hillier7 
established the toughness of such composites.’ the writer provides a 
brief overview of key research projects in this area.

You can’t just ‘pour’ the literature review onto the page in any order; you 
should arrange your references and studies so that the reader is able to 
process them in a logical way. Here are three common options:

• chronological: Deal with the research in chronological order. Th is may 
be appropriate, for example, if the development of your fi eld is related 
to political decisions.

• diff erent approaches/theories/models: Group projects or studies 
according to their approach or methodology. Grouping similar 
projects together helps you avoid the ‘tennis match’ eff ect where you 
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or current research focus brief, or you will fi nd that you begin to give a 
specifi c description of what your research is trying to achieve, and it’s still 
too early in the Introduction for that.

As you can see from Sentence 4, you may need a research reference 
when you describe the problem your paper will deal with; however, if it is 
a well-known problem (rather than a recent issue, as in Sentence 4), then it 
is not necessary to provide a reference.

In Sentence 5  ‘One way to toughen polymers is to incorporate a layer 
of rubber particles.5’ the writer provides a transition between the 
general problem area and the literature review. 

As a general rule, you should include references to previous or 
current research wherever it is useful, even in a sentence whose function is 
primarily to provide a transition. Make sure that the superscript reference 
number includes all and only the work referred to in the sentence (see the 
notes on Sentence 6 below for more about this).

In Sentence 6  ‘For example, Penney et al. showed that PLA composites 
could be prepared using blending techniques6 and more recently, Hillier7 
established the toughness of such composites.’ the writer provides a 
brief overview of key research projects in this area.

You can’t just ‘pour’ the literature review onto the page in any order; you 
should arrange your references and studies so that the reader is able to 
process them in a logical way. Here are three common options:

• chronological: Deal with the research in chronological order. Th is may 
be appropriate, for example, if the development of your fi eld is related 
to political decisions.

• diff erent approaches/theories/models: Group projects or studies 
according to their approach or methodology. Grouping similar 
projects together helps you avoid the ‘tennis match’ eff ect where you 
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go backwards and forwards, beginning each sentence in the literature 
review with However or On the other hand!

• general/specifi c: Start with general research in the fi eld and gradually 
move to research that is closer to your own.

When should a research reference come in the middle of the sentence?
When it is necessary to avoid confusion, for example if you are referring to 
more than one study in a sentence or if the citation reference only refers to 
part of your sentence. You can see examples of this in Sentences 6 and 7.

In Sentence 7 ‘However, although the eff ect of the rubber particles 
on the mechanical properties of copolymer systems was demonstrated 
over two years ago,8 little attention has been paid to the selection of 
an appropriate rubber component.’ the writer describes a gap in the 
research.

Th is is where you begin to introduce the purpose of your paper and the 
specifi c problem you will deal with, and in order to do this it is necessary to 
create a research space. You can do this either by describing a problem in 
the previous research or by indicating that there is a gap in the research. It 
is conventional to introduce it with a signalling connector such as However 
or Although. In professional writing it is unusual to put it in the form of a 
question; instead you can state it as a prediction or a hypothesis which you 
intend to test.

Don’t be shy about pointing out the problems in previous research. 
In the fi rst place it may be necessary in order to explain why you have 
done your study, and in the second place, the language used here is usually 
respectful and impersonal, and is therefore not considered off ensive. We 
will look at the politeness aspect of this language in the vocabulary section 
at the end of the unit.

You may need more background information at this stage (for example, 
you may need to give details of the properties of the material which you 
have chosen to investigate, or describe the specifi c part of the device which 
you plan to improve). Research writing requires far more background 
information than you have previously given in your undergraduate 
writing, and it is better to off er slightly too much background information 
than too little.
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In Sentence 8  ‘Th e present paper presents a set of criteria for selecting 
such a component.’ the writer describes the paper itself.

At this stage you move to the present work. You can describe it, say 
what its purpose or focus is, give its structure or a combination of these. 
Check Section 1.2.3 to see whether to write these sentences in the active or 
the passive.

You normally use the Present Simple tense to describe the work itself 
(Th is paper is organised as follows or Th is study focuses on) and the Past 
Simple tense to talk about the aim of the work (Th e aim of this project 
was…), because in ‘real time’, the aim occurred before the work was carried 
out. It is also possible to state the aim in the Present Simple (Th e aim of this 
work is…). Th is is especially true in cases where the aim is only partially 
achieved in the paper you are submitting and the rest of the work will be 
done and reported on at a later stage.

In Sentence 9  ‘On the basis of these criteria it then describes the  
preparation of a set of polymer blends using PLA and a hydrocarbon 
rubber(PI).’ the writer gives details about the methodology 
reported in the paper.

In Sentence 10  ‘Th is combination of two mechanistically distinct 
polymerisations formed a novel copolymer in which the incorporation 
of PI signifi cantly increased fl exibility.’ the writer announces the 
fi ndings. 

Although you can give information about your methodology or 
fi ndings in the Introduction, be careful not to go into too much detail 
at this point or you will fi nd that you have nothing to write about in the 
Methodology or Results sections.

Look at the way the writer begins Sentences 9 and 10. In each case 
the information is joined to the previous sentence with a pro-form 
(On the basis of these criteria in Sentence 9 and Th is combination in 
Sentence 10).
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In Sentence 8  ‘Th e present paper presents a set of criteria for selecting 
such a component.’ the writer describes the paper itself.

At this stage you move to the present work. You can describe it, say 
what its purpose or focus is, give its structure or a combination of these. 
Check Section 1.2.3 to see whether to write these sentences in the active or 
the passive.

You normally use the Present Simple tense to describe the work itself 
(Th is paper is organised as follows or Th is study focuses on) and the Past 
Simple tense to talk about the aim of the work (Th e aim of this project 
was…), because in ‘real time’, the aim occurred before the work was carried 
out. It is also possible to state the aim in the Present Simple (Th e aim of this 
work is…). Th is is especially true in cases where the aim is only partially 
achieved in the paper you are submitting and the rest of the work will be 
done and reported on at a later stage.

In Sentence 9  ‘On the basis of these criteria it then describes the  
preparation of a set of polymer blends using PLA and a hydrocarbon 
rubber(PI).’ the writer gives details about the methodology 
reported in the paper.

In Sentence 10  ‘Th is combination of two mechanistically distinct 
polymerisations formed a novel copolymer in which the incorporation 
of PI signifi cantly increased fl exibility.’ the writer announces the 
fi ndings. 

Although you can give information about your methodology or 
fi ndings in the Introduction, be careful not to go into too much detail 
at this point or you will fi nd that you have nothing to write about in the 
Methodology or Results sections.

Look at the way the writer begins Sentences 9 and 10. In each case 
the information is joined to the previous sentence with a pro-form 
(On the basis of these criteria in Sentence 9 and Th is combination in 
Sentence 10).
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1.3.3 Th e model
Here are the sentence descriptions we have collected:
In Sentence 1  the writer establishes the importance of this research 

topic.
In Sentence 2  the writer provides general background information.
In Sentence 3  the writer does the same as in Sentences 1 and 2, but in 

a more specifi c/detailed way.
In Sentence 4  the writer describes the general problem area or the 

current research focus of the fi eld.
In Sentence 5  the writer provides a transition between the general 

problem area and the literature review.
In Sentence 6  the writer provides a brief overview of key research 

projects in this area.
In Sentence 7  the writer describes a gap in the research.
In Sentence 8 the writer describes the paper itself.
In Sentence 9  the writer gives details about the methodology reported 

in the paper.
In Sentence 10 the writer announces the fi ndings.

We can streamline these so that our model has FOUR basic components:

1 ESTABLISH THE IMPORTANCE OF YOUR FIELD

 PROVIDE BACKGROUND FACTS/INFORMATION
 (possibly from research) 

 DEFINE THE TERMINOLOGY IN THE TITLE/KEY WORDS

 PRESENT THE PROBLEM AREA/CURRENT RESEARCH 
FOCUS

2 PREVIOUS AND/OR CURRENT RESEARCH AND 
 CONTRIBUTIONS

3 LOCATE A GAP IN THE RESEARCH

 DESCRIBE THE PROBLEM YOU WILL ADDRESS

 PRESENT A PREDICTION TO BE TESTED

4 DESCRIBE THE PRESENT PAPER
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Methodology: Your Work Methodology — Structure  45

FA

When we come to ask our three questions:

• How do I start the Methodology/Experiments section? What type of 
sentence should I begin with?

• What type of information should be in this section, and in what order?
• How do I end this section?

you already know that the Methodology should contain a detailed 
description of what you did and/or used, and this helps to answer the second 
of the three questions. As we will see, however, it is not a full answer; to be 
eff ective and conform to what is normally done in a research paper, this 
section must contain other important information as well.

Read the example below. Th e title of the paper is Changes in the 
chemistry of groundwater in the chalk of the London Basin. Don’t 
worry if the subject matter is not familiar to you or if you have diffi  culty 
understanding individual words, especially technical terms like ground-
water. Just try to get a general understanding at this stage and familiarise 
yourself with the type of language used.

RESULTS
(what you found/saw)

METHODOLOGY
(what you did/used)

ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

DISCUSSION/
CONCLUSION

central
report

section 

Fig. 1. Th e shape of a research article or thesis.
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Your Work as a Student

• Up to now, you have mostly written about 
science to prove that you have 
understood known concepts.	


• Your professor knows how to fill the 
gaps, understand what you write even if it’s 
not clear.	




Work as a Scientist/Engineer

• Writing a scientific paper is different: you 
will be the professor, the teacher. 	




Work as a Scientist/Engineer

• Writing a scientific paper is different: you 
will be the professor, the teacher. 	


• Becomes crucial that you can provide all 
necessary information



who what when where how & why 

ical, as the pH of a buffer, the need to perform sample
preparation in glass vs plastic, or an antibiotic drip dur-
ing the surgery.

Of course, errors of commission (irrelevant detail)
can detract from the Methods section as well, and you
must make sure to avoid adding information that can
be cited and found elsewhere. For example, if you used
a previously published method without modification,
it is sufficient to reference the method and its principle
(e.g., “We used the LC-MS/MS method of Anderson
for quantifying testosterone.”). However, if you mod-
ified the published method in any way, then it is imper-
ative that you include details of any modifications
that were made (and why). Or if in a clinical study
you compared continuous secondary endpoints with
use of the Wilcoxon rank-sum test, there is no need

to provide a detailed description that this test is a
nonparametric alternative to the 2-sample t-test for
assessing whether 2 independent samples of obser-
vations come from the same distribution. Readers
can access information about this statistical test
elsewhere.

Style and Format

The Methods section should be divided into subsec-
tions with associated subheadings. The use of subhead-
ings helps organize the material in the reader’s mind.
When the materials used in the study are described, 3
formats are appropriate—as a listing under the sub-
heading of reagents and supplies, as part of the descrip-
tion of an individual experiment, or both. Generic re-
agents, such as solvents, chemicals, and buffers, that are
used throughout the study or in multiple places in the
study protocol can be listed in a subheading labeled as
Materials. However, if a reagent is specific to an indi-
vidual experiment or method, such as a PCR experi-
ment, then the reagents, enzymes, etc. used solely for
the PCR should be listed in the paragraph detailing the
PCR experiment, thereby helping the reader associate
the importance of specific reagents with specific exper-
iments. Be sure to include the source or vendor for all
chemicals, reagents, animals, and instruments used in
the study. Some journals also request that the location
of the vendor be included the first time that the mate-
rial is mentioned.

The Methods section should be written in the past
tense because you are describing experiments and pro-
tocols that you did in the past:

• The experiment was performed at room temperature.
• We quantified the drug by immunoassay.
• Assay correlation was determined by Spearman rank

correlation.
• We performed a 2-way ANOVA.
• Study participants were recruited from the blood donor

service.
• Human embryonic kidney cells were cultured in Dul-

becco’s modified Eagle’s medium.
• Tissue release of C-reactive protein was monitored after

blood flow restriction.

The 2 exceptions to the use of the past tense are the
presentation of summarized data and the introduction
of figures and tables within the Methods section:

• Our protocol is summarized in Figure 1.
• Figure 1 illustrates the steps in the procedure.
• The data are summarized as median and interquartile

range.
• The results from these analyses are presented as relative

risk ratios with 95% CIs.

Table 1. Who, what, when, where, how, and
why questions to consider when writing the

Methods section.

Who

Who maintained the records? Who reviewed the data? Who
collected the specimens? Who enrolled the study
participants? Who supplied the reagents? Who made the
primary diagnosis? Who did the statistical analyses? Who
reviewed the protocol for ethics approval? Who provided the
funding?

What

What reagents, methods, and instruments were used? What
type of study was it? What were the inclusion and exclusion
criteria for enrolling study participants? What protocol was
followed? What treatments were given? What endpoints were
measured? What data transformation was performed? What
statistical software package was used? What was the cutoff
for statistical significance? What control studies were
performed? What validation experiments were performed?

When

When were specimens collected? When were the analyses
performed? When was the study initiated? When was the
study terminated? When were the diagnoses made?

Where

Where were the records kept? Where were the specimens
analyzed? Where were the study participants enrolled? Where
was the study performed?

How

How were samples collected, processed, and stored? How many
replicates were performed? How was the data reported? How
were the study participants selected? How were patients
recruited? How was the sample size determined? How were
study participants assigned to groups? How was response
measured? How were endpoints measured? How were control
and disease groups defined?

Why

Why was a species chosen (mice vs rats)? Why was a selected
analytical method chosen? Why was a selected experiment
performed? Why were experiments done in a certain order?
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